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Historical Note:

The Bethel Community was a communistic, agricultural experiment established by William Keil, a German immigrant, in 1844. His followers were mostly Germans and Pennsylvania Dutch from Ohio and areas around Pittsburgh.

The colonists lived under a loosely governed but sternly moral patriarchy and subscribed to no particular religious tenet. Property and labor were shared and the group prospered and was self-sufficient. Keil founded the Aurora Community, which followed the same ideals, in Aurora, Oregon, in 1855.

Both communities flourished until after Keil’s death in 1877. Shortly thereafter they disbanded, Bethel in 1879 and Aurora in 1881.

Arrangement:

The collection has been arranged chronologically.

Scope and Content Note:

The collection contains four song books containing only the words of German songs, including folk songs and hymns (two are published and two are handwritten).

Container List:

f. 1  Song books, 1859-1863
f. 2  Song book, undated
Roll 1  Song books, 1859-1863
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